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Hello!
This presentation is a 
follow-up to the 
presentation we made on 
Cite Unseen at CredCon 
last year in Austin, and at 
the Wikimedia Hackathon 
this year in Prague.

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1_Q8KfSCCeWqKifCVZHRmXwUwECPZNZqFRSI2IodU2w0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1_Q8KfSCCeWqKifCVZHRmXwUwECPZNZqFRSI2IodU2w0/edit?usp=sharing


A bit of
background…
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Last year, we created Cite 
Unseen, a tool that would help 
Wikipedians evaluate the 
reliability and bias of individual 
sources in Wikipedia articles.



Working with people at 
CredCon, Cite Unseen is a  
JavaScript-based script that 
checks through sources and 
inserts icons that help 
determine the type of source, as 
well as its potential bias.



Cite Unseen uses domain-name 
string matching to determine the 
nature of a source (e.g. a 
state-controlled source, an 
opinion piece, a blog, news, 
etc.).



Cite Unseen also initially used 
data from Media Bias/Fact Check 
to help determine the potential 
bias of a given source.





What happened since 
then?
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Since Cite Unseen was first 
developed, we were funded by 
the Credibility Coalition to attend 
the 2019 Wikimedia Hackathon 
in Prague, where we made 
improvements to the tool.



Bias icon 
instead of scale

to avoid passing 
judgement



Additional 
icons

for better categorizing 
sources



Reliability 
improvements
for faster load times 

and fewer bugs



Finally, thanks to Cite Unseen, 
with the generous support of the 
Credibility Coalition we have 
WikiConference North America 
2019 right here at MIT!



The future of Cite 
Unseen, many years 

hence
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One of the things we want to do 
is to move toward using 
Wikipedia's own perennial 
sources list for source reliability 
evaluation.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WP:RSPRacheli Rottner, CC BY-SA 3.0

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WP:RSP


We want to utilize 
community-centered 
discussions that determine 
source quality/bias, instead 
of a centralized entity.

Why?



❖ Visit the Cite Unseen page on 
Meta-Wiki

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Cite_Unseen

❖ Install Cite Unseen on the 
English Wikipedia by adding 
this to your Common.js page:

{{subst:iusc|User:SuperHamster/CiteUnseen.js}}

Try
it!

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Cite_Unseen


Your thoughts?



Thank you!


